
CS 2500, Spring 2012
Problem Set 8

______________________________________________________________________
Due date: Monday, March 19 @ 11:59pm

Programming Language: Intermediate Student Language

For Problem Set 3 and later, homework is submitted via the automated homework server. 
Note: Hardcopy submissions not accepted. 

You must work on this problem set in pairs. New homework partners have been 
posted on the Piazza discussion board. You must submit the homework with your 
partner. There will be a penalty for submitting the assignment without your partner. 

You must follow the design recipe in your solutions: graders will look for data 
definitions, contracts, purpose statements, examples/tests, and properly organized 
function definitions. For the latter, you must design templates. You do not need to 
include the templates with your homework, however. If you do, comment them out. 
Problem 1:
Review your code and your new partner’s code from the Frogger HW7 project. Rewrite 
the project according to the graders’ mark ups. Be sure to fix any and all problems that 
your graders have discovered in your tests/functions. 

We will get your submitted HW 7 files back by 3/13/12, but until then, you can work on 
Problem 2. 

Problem 2:
Upgrade your Frogger program to full Frogger. This means that in addition to five rows 
of traffic, there are five rows of the river. In the river rows, the player must ride (collide 
with) a turtle or a plank at all times. All planks move right, and all turtles move left. 
When the player collides with a plank or turtle, the player floats on the entity. Turtles will 
always be above the water level. If the player hits a vehicle or is in the river but not on a 
plank or a turtle, the game ends with the player’s loss. In addition, the player loses if 
he/she leaves the bounds of the screen. When any other entity (vehicle, plank or turtles) 
passes off the edge of the screen, a new entity of the same type is created on the opposite 
edge, so that there are always the same number of vehicles, planks, and turtles and they 
are all evenly spaced. Planks and Turtles will always have the same length and speed.

The player can move his character in four ways: up, down, left and right. When the player 
moves, the frog turns to match the direction that he just moved in. Develop your own data 
definitions and structures for Frogs, Vehicles, Planks, and Turtles (and any auxiliary ones 
you might need, like Worlds).

Optional: You may use images from frogger-library.rkt in your code. Be sure to follow 
the instructions in frogger-library.rkt if you wish to include the images. Thanks to Martha 
Hamlin for creating the images.

You may implement other features, if you like (e.g., multiple lives, planks and turtles of 
variable speed and length, or appearing and disappearing turtles). However, extra features 
won’t save you from points taken off if your code has bugs or isn’t well written. You will 
not receive 100% credit simply for having code that works. For full credit, your code 

http://www.ccs.neu.edu/course/cs2500sp12/assignments/frogger-library.rkt
http://www.ccs.neu.edu/course/cs2500sp12/guidelines.html


must work and be well written. So you should put your effort into writing clean, readable, 
bug-free code.

Of course, the use of helper functions is suggested, and testing is not only helpful, but 
required. 


